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let us focus on energies that unite 
us to take on challenges and aim 
for higher grounds. more than 
anything, let us be cheerful and enjoy 
work, family life and experience 
the benefits of work-life balance. 
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the future and sustainability is 
similar to our products which 
are transformed into final 
products by methods and tools 
specific to their qualities. let 
us continue to work together to 
ensure that palabora copper 
continues to deliver returns on 
capital and build a sustainable 
future for our employees and 
communities. 

I thank you for your support and 
loyalty. 
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Corner
great ideas and good performance 
come from happy workplace 
and meaningful lives. i request 
that we face the future together 
and build strong teams that will 
enable palabora copper to focus 
on completing lift ii and smelter 
retrofit projects. 

We are an organisation that 
has passed the test of time and 
hardships. our journey gets refined 
with each step travelled. just like 
the products we mine, we know and 
understand that our path towards 

mr Han Jinghua
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in appreciation of stories in this 
issue, here are things that have 
filled me with wonder lately; in no 
meaningful order. reality has taught 
me that “life is a journey in motion 
with both the known and unknown”. 
most prevent contact with the 
“unknown” and prefer the “known” 
as it provides a security blanket by 
sheer of comprehension. humility and 
acceptance of the unknown are steps 
towards self-mastery and maturity. 
profiles featured in this issue 
“horizon of inspiration” a profile of  

“pulane josephine malatji” and  
“a journey Well travelled,” a profile 
of uncle moses rampyapedi are 
testimony that we are a diverse 
mine that cares about its employees 
and that our journey is about our 
employees who form our heart   
and soul. 

the story about pmc security 
personnel’s virtuous deed of cooking 
for the truck drivers who transport 
magnetite to maputo reminds us that 
one of the greatest wisdom we ought 

Lydia 

to know is that ‘life becomes richer 
when we are selfless’. last but not 
least, i wish to thank Kabelo diholo 
for substantial editorial support 
she provided during the process of 
compiling this issue.  i am indebted 
Kabelo “KB” and thank you. 

until next time!!!

A mile of a life journey is often 
measured by successes and challenges 
encountered and that journey 
becomes better than the destination. 
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Editor’s 
notes 



the first quarters of 2017 are critical 
to lift ii project team since the focus 
is on aligning productivity towards 
achieving the 2017 business plan. 
as mid-term reviews approach, lift 
ii project team will reflect on low 
and high points. even though the 
project team has achieved substantial 
milestones in most significant areas, 
challenges were also experienced in 
certain areas. 

achievements include successful 
handover of ore sorters and auxiliary 
equipment at the auto mills area in 
the process plant. the focus for lift 
ii surface project has now shifted to 
secondary milling plant (smp) area, 
and the construction of the new 
flotation plant. the Beijing general 
research institute of mining and 
metallurgy (Bgrimm) has started 
working on the flotation plant and 
is performing at an optimal level. 
accordingly, progress is notable with 
erection of large structures. to date, 

about 240 truckloads have been 
received from the durban harbour. 
this signifies the degree of the work 
ahead.  

the underground team took a 
major step toward delivery of the 
challenging ore flow. the indusquip 
engineers from Beijing, working 
with our local teams worked long 
hours running variable speed drive 
(vsd) controlled conveyors up to full 
speed for over 5 hours each ensuring 
performance of individual conveyor 
belt to c3 commissioning, resulting 
with all four (4) conveyer belts 
spanning 3km in length. 
the horizontal development team 
started 2017 with challenges of 
low productivity, averaging 220 
metres per months for january and 
february. teams were put through 
facilitated workshops for strategic 
focus. amongst others, the strategic 
focus addressed issues of equipment 
availability, roadways, water 

management and support services. 
the result of this focus became 
tangible in march and april as 
productivity increased to 300 and 340 
metres. even though the momentum 
was interrupted by industrial action in 
may, the teams are determined to get 
back on track.

the industrial action which we 
experienced in may interrupted the 
completion of installing the temp 
crusher which was behind schedule.  
however, it is envisaged that the 
ore flow system will be in usage 
in due time. the ore flow package 
construction involved about 22 
contractors with +_500 people having 
been involved and working on site. 

lift ii project team remains focused 
and continually seeking to implement 
strategic interventions to support 
trajectory towards the desired end 
state “the future mine”.

“Tracking the 2017 Business Plan”
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those were the words of Kobie 
naude when he rewarded a person 
who personifies this prudence. the 
chronicle began during a safety 
meeting between Kobie naude, the 
retired general manager for asset 
management and his managers 
when “road safety” was their safety 
share topic. the team members were 
pondering about the state of bad 
driving on our roads. in that meeting, 
Kobie gave the team an assignment 
to look around for somebody, not 

Doing right things right  
even when nobody is looking

necessarily a pmc employee, who 
adheres to best driving behaviours. 

more than two people on different 
dates identified elias Zenyama from 
smB transport as the person who 
always adhere and obey rules on the 
road. elias Zenyama was brought 
in and awarded a small token of 
appreciation for being a good driver 
who obeys traffic signs at all times, 
thus “doing right things right even 
when nobody was watching”. 

in handing-over a small token of 
appreciation to elias, Kobie explained 
the reasoning behind the concept of 
integrity in practicing road safety as, 
“following traffic rules outside of the 
mine property when you don’t think 
anybody is watching means that you 
will follow the rules inside the mine. 
We need more people like you to 
ensure that our roads are safe” 
said Kobie. 

“Integrity refers to doing right things right 
even when nobody is watching”

PMC Newsletter - News
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30 of june each year marks the 
anniversary of palabora pension 
fund, known as “the fund”. thus, 
members of the fund who wish to 
increase their pension contribution 
are always given an opportunity to 
do so from the 1 june to 30 june 
of each year.  these changes are 
always effective from 1 july and no 
further changes are allowed until 
june of the following year.  the 
process to increase your contribution 
for 2017 has therefore started on 
1 june and will close of 30 june 
2017. members who are interested 
in increasing their pension funds 
contribution should therefore visit 
the pension office to complete 
necessary forms and/ or implement 
the required changes. the forms will 
also be circulated to all employees 
through an email before the closing 
date. 

How much percentage (%) can one 
contribute towards pension?

in the past, members of the fund 
had two options when it came to 
how much they could contribute 
to their pension fund. the options 
were that members could contribute 
a minimum of 6% or 7.5% of their 
pensionable salary towards their 
pension. at a later stage, the 
company realised that the 6% 
members’ contribution was not 
enough for some members when 
they retire. as a result, the 7.5% 
contribution became mandatory 
for everybody who joined the fund 
after that decision. however, we 

PMC Pension Fund 
“The flexible contributions fund 

that works for you”
still have fund members who joined 
the fund before the decision was 
implemented, thus, still contribute 
6%. these members can also 
increase their pension contribution 
to 7.5% or 10% or 12.5% or 15% 
of their pensionable remuneration 
(known as emolument in the fund 
language) should they wish to do so. 

members of the fund who 
are contributing 7.5% of their 
pensionable salary also have an 
option to increase their contributions 

to 10% or 12.5% or 15% should they 
wish to do so. 

irrespective of the members’ choice 
of the contribution, the company will 
continue to contribute 12.5% of the 
member’s pensionable emolument. 

the 12.5% employer contribution is 
allocated as follows: 

retirement Benefits:             7.75%
provisions of risk Benefits: 4.0%
administration expenses: 0.75

PMC Newsletter - News
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As a result, the 7.5% 
contribution became 

mandatory for everybody 
who joined the Fund after 

that decision. However, we 
still have Fund members 

who joined the Fund 
before the decision was 
implemented, thus, still 

contribute 6%.



always do but one’s income may 
not be adjustable to that. 

What does one needs to retire 
comfortably?

this question is relative to individual 
needs. however, an average person 
like most of us will need to consider 
the following:
one needs to ensure that no long 
term debt is introduced at least 
5 years before retirement. this 
includes buying a car that one 
may be expected to pay for 5 years 
or more, mortgage which might 
require repayment of 5 years or 
more. if one has an outstanding 
debt closer to retirement and expect 
higher medical expenses, one might 
need to increase his/ her pension 
contribution (as listed above). 

the other critical issue to ensure a 
comfortable retirement is to ensure 
that one saves from an earlier age. 
some people may need to obtain 
advice from a qualified financial 
adviser who can assist in taking 
their personal circumstances into 
consideration to ensure proper and / 
or individualised saving options.

PMC Newsletter - News
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the provision of 4% of risk benefits 
is allocated to provide lump sum for 
disability or death of the members of 
the fund.

Why is it important to increase our 
pension contribution?

none of us will work forever. at some 
stage, there comes a time when 
one has to retire.  When we retire 
from working, we will cease to get 
a salary from the employer but one 
still needs an income to live, survive 
and still pay bills such as electricity 
and water. one way of securing a 
retirement income is through a 
pension fund. pension funds are 
thus, long-term savings plans which 
are compulsory to ensure that 
even during one’s retirement one 
still receives an income. thus, a 
pension is simply a pot of cash you 
build-up over time, by saving some 
of your salary into a fund. the fund 
then ensures that one’s investment 
grows. then, when one reaches a 
retirement time and age, then one 
starts receiving an income which is 
known as pension.

every person has different personal 
circumstances and financial needs, 
thus needs different amount for 
retirement. some may need to save 
more and others less.         

assuming that one retires at 60, 
the rule of thumb is that for one to 
retire comfortably one will need to 
receive at least a monthly income 
that equals to 75% of their pre-
retirement income. the effect is 
that one will need to have saved at 
least an amount equals to 13 times 
their annual salary at the date of 
retirement. hypothetically, this 
means that, if one earned a monthly 
salary of r10, 000, which equals 
to an annual salary of r120, 000, 
one will therefore need r1, 560,000 
during retirement (r120, 000 x 13 = 
r1, 560,000). this will ensure that 
one continues to live comfortably, 

maintaining the same standards of 
living. this amount will give you r7 
500 (75% of your previously earned 
monthly salary of r10 000) until you 
pass on. 

What are important issues to 
consider?

• one needs to ensure that they 
save enough for retirement. 

• When one retires the employer’s 
contribution towards one’s 
medical aid ceases to exist, thus 
one will have to cater for his/ her 
full medical aid. 

• the impact of inflation on daily 
necessities like food, clothing, 
etc. will also increase as they 

Pension funds 
are thus, 

long-term 
savings plans 

which are 
compulsory 

to ensure 
that even 

during one’s 
retirement 

one still 
receives an 

income. 



riaan van der Westhuizen and his 
superintendent, esme human look 
tough on the outside but inside they 
are as soft as calabashes.  like 
a calabash whose thick skin is 
dried-up and used as a container 
to serve water and food and the 
inside to cook sweet porridge, pmc 
security personnel are paragons 
of hope. on the evening of 27 april 
2017, they cooked warm delicious 
meals for the truck drivers who 
are transporting our magnetite 
to maputo. the funds to buy the 
ingredients to prepare the meals 
came from their personal savings.  

“Calabashes of virtue” 
PMC security personnel 

their deeds pervaded the truck 
drivers, leading to a sense of strength, 
stability and hope. 
“i have transported goods for other 
companies before and i have never 
seen something like i saw on the night 
of 27 april 2017. the tough security 
woman (referring to esme) served us 
meals like we were in a restaurant” 
said one of the truck drivers. 

speaking to esme about what 
motivated the security personnel to 
get involved in such a noble deed, she 
said “We were showing compassion 
as these guys went through a rough 
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Palabora 
Mining 
Company 
(PMC) security 
personnel 
under the 
leadership 
of...

patch with the community unrest in 
the past weeks but never lost hope 
and motivation. they always arrive 
at freight control early then tackle 
another long journey to maputo” 



“Calabashes of virtue” 
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parliament of the republic of south 
africa located in cape town, visited 
palabora mining company (pmc) 
on 30 march 2017 to conduct an 
oversight. the visit was motivated by 
the role that the portfolio committee 
assigns to pmc as an organisation 
whose economic presence in local 
communities and the country is 
immense and noticeable. after 
presentations by pmc officials, 
the chairperson of the portfolio 
committee, mrs mathulare coleman, 
commended pmc for the positive 
economic contribution to local 

Parliament Portfolio 
Committee 

on Economic Development conducted 
an oversight on PMC 

communities and in empowering 
women to be in senior and technical 
positions.  

Parliament 
Portfolio 
Committee 
on Economic 
Development 
from...
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as part of its transformation 
agenda, mainstreaming gender 
and promoting gender equality, 
palabora mining company 
(pmc) has long taken a strategic 
decision to capacitate, prepare 
and empower women to be in core 
and management positions. pmc 
has long recognised that investing 
in women is key, thus, has made 
commendable strides in appointing 
qualifying and capable women 
in strategic positions in various 
divisions. one of the technical 
divisions that have taken this to heart 
is the concentrator and magnetite 
division. 

as part of the strategy to invest 
in diverse human capital, the 
concentrator and magnetite division 
is proving that in today’s world, 
women are competing at par with 
their male counterparts, their talents 
recognised and equal opportunities 
provided to them. “it is against this 
background that my division is 
involved in steering appointments 
of capable qualifying women. of all 
current roles occupied by women, 
95% are internal development 
and promotions” says the senior 
manager for concentrator and 
magnetite division, mr sydney 
Kopong. 

Concentrator and 
Magnetite Division 

empowers women to 
be in leadership and 

core services

top on the portfolio in the 
women leadership sphere at the 
concentrator and magnetite division 
is lorraine clelland; the first 
female maintenance manager then 
followed by angella ntshani, the 
superintendents for maintenance, 
Bridget mayayise and then mpho 
Kachere in operations. gift chokolo; 
the first black woman in a role of an 
electrical maintenance supervisor 
and the only female supervisor in the 
whole division is amongst the cream 
of female leaders. 

in spite of the various challenges 
faced by women across the 
spectrum, women at concentrator 
and magnetite continue to make 
incredible progress. in dealing 
with some of the challenges that 
women leaders may be faced 
with especially in previously male 
dominated industries, Kopong says 
that his division has set-up a female 
mentorship programme to allow 
women leaders to share experiences, 
learn from one another and mentor 
each other. 

Kopong further imparts that the 
success of his team hinges around 
the support that male counterparts 
give to all as well as the leadership 
embracement of the objective to 
empower women. Kopong further 

states that his department has 
established a feeder system to 
ensure that women are capacitated 
at various levels. “the operations 
side has a well-established support 
base that comes from female 
metallurgists and specialists. 
female specialist team is sitting at 
40% meaning that, this feeder team 
is up to the challenge of filling up 
future superintendent positions. the 
maintenance side is also following 
suite although progress is slower. 
We have just appointed female lead 
hands in the maintenance team” says 
Kopong. 

the division has also received 
accolades and recognition from the 
business sector in that Bridget was 
part of the pmc women delegates 
that attended “Women in mining 
conference” in johannesburg 
early this year.  one of the critical 
lessons to learn from ladies of the 
concentrator and magnetite division 
is that they believe in education 
and lifelong learning. Bridget has 
just completed senior management 
development programme (smdp) 
course from the university of 
stellenbosch whilst angella and 
mpho are in the pipeline. gift will be 
completing a diploma in electrical 
engineering in june. 

PMC Newsletter - News

“A step in the 
right direction” 
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agreements with national union of 
mineworkers (num) on 9 may 2017 
and association of mineworkers and 
construction union (amcu) on 16 
may 2017.  the agreements are valid 
from 1 march 2017 to the last day of 
february 2020.  

three year wage agreements 
with organised labour

Palabora Mining Company 
(PMC) has signed three 
year wage...

PMC signed
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PMC empowers local
local youth with qualifications 

and skills

at mopani technical and vocational 
education and training (tvet) 
college in phalaborwa. speaking 
on behalf of certificate recipients, 
themba Khoza said that, “pmc’s 
contribution to our education is 
priceless as they also provided us 
with the opportunity to be mentored 
by its employees to ensure that we 
complete our studies successfully”
the keynote address was presented 

by pmc general manager for 
marketing, sales, logistics and 
external affairs, Keith mathole. in 
his speech, mathole motivated and 
encouraged students to face life 
with vigour and positivity “there is 
nothing that compares to completing 
a qualification that may open doors 
for you. as a graduate, ensure 
that you also have other positive 
attributes such as a positive attitude, 

PMC Newsletter - News

More than 304 youth from Phalaborwa 
were awarded certificates during PMC 4th 
Annual Certificate Ceremony which was 
held on 12 April 2017... 

dedication, commitment, respect, 
integrity and a sense of responsibility 
amongst others. as much as a 
qualification is critical to find a 
job, employers look for more than 
qualification” said mathole.



1st place andzani Mathebula

2nd place sharné swanepoel

3rd place amu nyathi

1st place kabelo Mokwatedi

2nd place cara kenney

3rd place nsovo nkwinika

1st place naledi Magoro

2nd place dzunani rikhosto

3rd place sonele sodo
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every year in april, palabora 
mining company (pmc) celebrates 
national Water Week as part of 
raising awareness about the value 
of water and educating employees 
and contractors on the need for 
sustainable management of water. 
this is in line with the department 
of Water and sanitation Water Week 
campaign. pmc’s 2017 Water Week 
campaign included a competition 
for children of palabora employees 

and contractors. in line with the 
2017 department of Water and 
sanitation’s Water Week theme 
“Water and sanitation is a human 
right” the competition required the 
children to compile an acrostic poem 
using the letters of the word “water”. 
the competition consisted of three 
categories. category 1 was for 
children between 7 and 9 years, 
category 2 for children between 10 
to 12 years and category 3 for teens 

PMC inspires 
children to respect, value and 

preserve water

between 13 and 15 years. 
many interesting entries were 
received, thus making it very difficult 
for the judges. even though all the 
children who entered the competition 
were considered to be winners in one 
way or the other, to adhere to the 
rules of the competition in its literal 
sense, the following children were 
announced as winners;  

category 1 category 2 category 3



in a moment of desperation to 
defend their “lions” pmc netball 
girls held the flag high when they 
scored 11 – 2 to foskor girls. 

should you wish to join the pmc 
soccer lions and show them how to 
play soccer even learning how to 
play with the ball, please contact, 
lerato mike makwala, telephone 

“companions to admire” 
PMC soccer lions and netball girls 

PMC soccer 
boys went 
down 0 – 5 to 
SAMANCOR in 
a match that 
was held on 
22 April 2017.  
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number, 015 780 3907 or email at 
mike.makwala@palabora.co.za. 

should you wish to join the netball 
girls “the winners” please contact, 
lizzy selepe at telephone number, 
015 780 3621 or email at lizzy.
selepe@palabora.co.za.



While, statistics show that it takes a 
concerted effort for women to strive 
in the historically male dominated 
industry, such as mining, the recently 
appointed superintendent for refinery 
maintenance, pulane josephine 
malatji has certainly proved that 
women are well able to exceed the 
minimum. josephine’s relationship 
with palabora mining company 
(pmc) spans from eleven years 
back. in 2006, josephine earned a 
bursary from pmc to study electrical 
engineering at the university of 
pretoria. in 2010, she was armed with 
an engineering qualification which 
earned her a job as an engineer 
in training at pmc. in 2015, she 
earned the most needed government 

certificate of competency (gcc); a 
qualification so admired by many but 
earned only by few. 

josephine, as she is passionately 
known to her peers and friends, is a 
strong and determined young woman 
who believes in the value of hard 
work and education “education, hard 
work and determination open doors 
of opportunity” says josephine. her 
role as superintendent for refinery 
maintenance entails providing 
assurance that pmc meets its 
business objectives. “pmc is a copper 
mine even though we have other core 
and end products such as magnetite, 
nickel, gold, silver, vermiculite and 
others. my role is to ensure that the 

mining equipment used to mine these 
products are available and reliable to 
produce the required quality on time 
and within budget”, malatji explained. 

josephine believes that both her 
professional and personal journey 
taught her that perseverance and 
hard work breed success. during the 
photo-shoot, a soft spoken josephine 
walked towards the reception in her 
personal protective equipment (ppe) 
and it seemed as if the ppe was in 
tangent with her thinking and uttering 
“i am proud to protect a woman of 
your caliber”.  as a leader, josephine 
believes in the power of listening and 
empowering others. 

Being a mother to two boys, when this 
intelligent woman is not working with 
equipment, she spends time with her 
sons, teaching them how to walk with 
god. indeed josephine is a prospect 
of inspiration to all young women who 
wish to pursue careers in the mining 
industry.  

Compiled by Kabelo Diholo
 

“A woman in mining”
Horizon of inspiration 
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moses rampyapedi, an occupational 
hygiene and radiation officer for 
palabora mining company (pmc) 
has indeed lived to be a testimony 
that ‘to finish the moment and find 
the journey’s end in every step of the 
road is the greatest virtue’.

the soon to retire father of four 
boys, started his career with pmc 
in 1977 as a plant attendant at 
vermiculite operations (vo). hard 
work and determination saw moses 
being promoted to a laboratory 
operator. in 1990, thirteen (13) years 
later, moses earned a promotion 
to a position of an environmental 
assistant, the position he held for 
two years before being promoted to 
an environmental officer’s role. 
through experience acquired at 
the environmental department 
and competency in environmental 
courses that were completed with 
the chamber of mines, moses earned 
a promotion to his current position 
of an occupational hygiene and 
radiation officer. as an occupational 

hygiene and radiation officer, moses 
is responsible for monitoring and 
sampling of the occupational hygiene 
stressors at the refinery and smelter 
and educates employees on general 
hygiene.

uncle moses as he is devotedly called 
by friends and colleagues, was born 
in shiluvane village in tzaneen and 
is a born leader “true leadership 
starts with the will to develop and 
care for people. a leader needs 
to be a person of integrity, team 
player, accountable, responsible and 
courageous” says uncle moses

moses describes pmc as a unique 
mine that simultaneously operates 
two mines. “pmc operates two 
mines, the surface mine for 
vermiculite and the underground 
mine for copper. the main products 
at pmc are copper and vermiculite. 
however, during copper processing 
certain by-products such as 
magnetite, nickel, anodes slimes and 
others are produced” asserts moses. 

But the memories of working for 
pmc are so profound for moses. it 
takes a great leader who has reached 
a place of gratitude that only time 
can grant, with a deep sense of 
appreciation for wonders of life to 
utter words uttered by moses. “it was 
truly a highlight, a sacred moment 
to work for a company that cares for 
its people like pmc.  i have learnt 
so many things at pmc and in that 
process, i was able to provide for my 
family” recalls moses

moses indicates that he has built 
long and lasting relationships with 
colleagues at pmc and would want 
to be remembered as an employee 
who adhered to the values of pmc. 
indeed yours is a well-travelled 
journey uncle moses. We will forever 
beholden to the lessons that “a 
traveler without observation is a bird 
without wings”.

Compiled by Kabelo Diholo

 

Moses Rampyapedi
A journey well-travelled… 
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Remember
to take your annual leave

and will endeavour to give employees 
an opportunity to take paid leave at 
a time suitable to both the company 
and the employee. in accordance 
with the Basic conditions of 
employment act (Bcea) an employer 
must grant an employee at least 21 
consecutive days’ annual leave on 
full remuneration in respect of each 
annual leave cycle. this is classified 
as statutory leave and may not be 
sold. leave in excess of the 21 days is 
classified as non-statutory leave and 
may be sold. 

statutory leave and non-statutory 
leave amount to what is called “total 
annual leave quota”. leave days are 
firstly deducted from statutory leave 
and once statutory leave days are 
exhausted only then will leave be 
deducted from non-statutory leave.  

Only non-statutory leave may be 
commuted (sold). all employees 
are required to take 21 days annual 
leave per annual leave cycle.                       

of these days it is compulsory to take 
12 consecutive annual leave days, 
the balance of which may be used as 
occasional leave. 

accumulation of statutory leave:

• employees will be allowed 
to accumulate up to 42 days 
statutory leave.  

• all days above this limit will be 
forfeited.

  
accumulation of non-statutory 
leave:

• non-statutory annual 
entitlement portion of leave may 
be accumulated to a maximum 
of three years (under 50 years 
old) and five years (50 years and 
older).

• non-statutory leave over the 
maximum allowable accumulated 
days will automatically be sold  
by sap.

PMC 
provides 
annual 
leave to 
promote 
wellbeing of 
employees 
and their 
families... 

yearS' SerVIce
annual 

entItleMent

MaXIMuM 
accuMulateD 

Statutory leaVe

MaXIMuM accuMulateD 
non-Statutory leaVe DayS: 

unDer 50 yearS oF age

MaXIMuM accuMulateD non-
Statutory leaVe DayS: oVer 50 

yearS oF age

1 - 3 years 34 42 39 65

4 years 37 42 48 80

5 years 38 42 51 85

6 years 39 42 54 90

7 years + 40 42 57 95
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EngagementsNew

First name Surname Position name Division Department gender ethnic origin

freddy 
tshavetsha

Mzimba fitter operations
concentrator & Magnetite 

Maintenance
Male african

dawid cornelius Meyer fitter
Marketing sales Logistics 

& External affairs
vermiculite business Male white

thando pontsho twala graduate pMc human resources
training, development & 

transformation
female african

hlahla shoun Malatji in-service pMc human resources
training, development & 

transformation
Male african

ally andries khosa operator
Marketing sales Logistics 

& External affairs
vermiculite business Male african

samson ndwammbi boilermaker asset Management Engineering services Male african

gang Li
Manager 

Marketing
Marketing sales Logistics 

& External affairs
 Male asian

First name Surname Position Division Department gender ethnic origin

Matlaleng James Monyela
product & routine 

analyst
asset Management Environment & shEq Ms Male african

patrick boy Mashele Lhd operator operations Underground Mining Male african

Mandla Jeremiah Makgamathe
Laboratory analyst 

vb
asset Management Environment & shEq Ms Male african

thabang followin chirwa graduate pMc human resources
training, development & 

transformation
Male african

takalani nevhuhulwi boilermaker operations
concentrator & Magnetite 

Maintenance
Male african

reginah 
phumzile

Mthembi serviceperson operations
concentrator & Magnetite 

Maintenance
female african

sarel Monyela
product & routine 

analyst
asset Management Environment & shEq Ms Male african

Justice baloyi
Underground 

stores operator
finance procurement Male african

Mogale adolph sekgobela
Mechanical 
apprentices

human resources
training, development & 

transformation
Male african

Maredi paul Mothobuka
internship Mqa 

Engineering
human resources

training, development & 
transformation

Male african

Motjatji nolia Mokgotho
Electrical 

apprentices
human resources

training, development & 
transformation

female african

m
ar
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gideonia tebogo Moagi internship Mqa human resources
training, development & 

transformation
female african

Motau Eulenda sebeka
Mechanical 
apprentices

human resources
training, development & 

transformation
female african

rosinah Ledile Majadibodu
Electrical 

apprentices
human resources

training, development & 
transformation

female african

parius Mokanami Maffa
Earthmoving/

diesel Mechanic 
apprentices

human resources
training, development & 

transformation
Male african

Matimu classic rikhotso
Mechanical 
apprentices

human resources
training, development & 

transformation
Male african

genevieve 
Mambana

Matukani
Electrical 

apprentices
human resources

training, development & 
transformation

female african

castivious 
katlego

Mere
Electrical 

apprentices
human resources

training, development & 
transformation

Male african

Matsie Martina Matjokotja
Electrical 

apprentices
human resources

training, development & 
transformation

female african

Mahlatse Malatjie
instrumentation 

apprentices
human resources

training, development & 
transformation

female african

thapelo Makgopa
Electrical 

apprentices
human resources

training, development & 
transformation

Male african

thapelo rambau
Mechanical 
apprentices

human resources
training, development & 

transformation
Male african

khomotso Mohlala
Mechanical 
apprentices

human resources
training, development & 

transformation
Male african

risenga hector khosa
Electrical 

apprentices
human resources

training, development & 
transformation

Male african

kgotatso Moses Mafogo
Earthmoving/

diesel Mechanic 
apprentices

human resources
training, development & 

transformation
Male african

Mashao aron Modika
boilermaking 
apprentices

human resources
training, development & 

transformation
Male african

thendo precious netshisaulu
internship Mqa 

Engineering
human resources

training, development & 
transformation

female african

Edith Elizabeth 
tintswalo

Mawila
internship Mqa 

Engineering
human resources

training, development & 
transformation

female african

collen hlavutelo kubayi
internship Mqa 

Engineering
human resources

training, development & 
transformation

Male african

Makateko Malapane
internship Mqa 

Engineering
human resources

training, development & 
transformation

Male african

nicole gouws internship Mqa human resources
training, development & 

transformation
female white

octave patel internship Mqa human resources
training, development & 

transformation
female african

First name Surname Position Division Department gender ethnic origin
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First name Surname Position Division Department gender ethnic origin

hezekiel tsietsi Mogakane Loco driver
Marketing sales Logistics 

& External affairs
Logistics Male african

Mmabatho phakula fitter operations
concentrator & Magnetite 

Maintenance
female african

alson Mbetheni operator
Marketing sales Logistics 

& External affairs
vermiculite business Male african

dikeledi sani shai
cave Maintenance 

repairman (a)
operations Underground Mining female african

ramere trevor Malatji
repairperson cave 
Maintenance (d)

operations Underground Mining Male african

Motlhago Elsa senyolo process controller operations refinery operations female african

Mashangu 
Lennon

chavalala
boilermaking 
apprentices

human resources
training, development & 

transformation
Male african

clearance 
Johnson

hlabane Loco driver
Marketing sales Logistics 

& External affairs
Logistics Male african

raymond Mosoma Loco driver
Marketing sales Logistics 

& External affairs
Logistics Male african

given Mkhabela operator b operations Underground Mining Male african

nhlanhla philly khoza operator operations refinery operations Male african

amore Emsie Mgiba
instrumentation 

apprentices
human resources

training, development & 
transformation

female african

fanie ndlovu
Equipment 

operator cat. 3
operations

concentrator operations & 
technical

Male african

Mositagohle 
cathrine

nkwane operator operations refinery operations female african

ralph tsheko ramoshaba operator operations refinery operations Male african

kgaogelo boneck Mahumane operator operations Underground Mining Male african

victor clinton nyundu Loco driver
Marketing sales Logistics 

& External affairs
Logistics Male african

Mmathapelo ngoae internship pMc human resources
training, development & 

transformation
female african

amanda 
Masanda

Mani
superintendent 

tax
finance financial reporting female african

Modisana Joseph 
zachariah

Malepe
general 

Manager asset 
Management

asset Management  Male african

bongani prince Mpangane
instrument 

Mechanician
asset Management Engineering services Male african

ap
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First name Surname Position Division Department gender ethnic origin

thomas 
Matlabeya

shai
Mobile Equipment 

operator
operations Mining Maintenance Male african

zondane patrick Mathebula shunter
Marketing sales Logistics 

& External affairs
Logistics Male african

ishmael ntimane shunter
Marketing sales Logistics 

& External affairs
Logistics Male african

tshepo James sono shunter
Marketing sales Logistics 

& External affairs
Logistics Male african

samuel changi Maluleke shunter
Marketing sales Logistics 

& External affairs
Logistics Male african

yerenda Mokgadi Makgato internship pMc human resources
training, development & 

transformation
female african

Modishi Joseph Maloma
projects Engineer 

contractor
asset Management Engineering services Male african

m
ay
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mvuso projects is also involved 
in supplier development thus 
uplifting and supporting small local 
engineering companies. noticeable 
in this regard has been the 
development of gmp engineering. 
the order book originally started 
from small engineering works to 
more recently substantial projects 
such as hef tanks, skids, Workshop 
benches and many others. gmp 
executed the projects with the 
highest level of expertise and 
precision. to ensure continuous 
precision on big projects, gmp 
has recently moved to a new fit for 
purpose engineering Workshop 
and has recruited over 30 local 
people with skills sets ranging from 
qualified mechanical engineers, civil 
engineers and boilermakers. 
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 qualifying and deserving upcoming 
small companies to create positive 
change because change to one 
small company is a change in 
their communities and eventually 
change that impacts the town to be 
economically strong. 

mvuso projects is embarking on 
a noble campaign to empower 
previously disadvantaged 
organisations and communities 
with skills appropriate for 
them to either work and / or do 
business with the mining sector. 
as part of this initiative, mvuso 
projects is working closely with 
palabora mining company’s (pmc) 
transformation department and 
phalaborwa foundation to build-
up a sustainable database of 
established organisations in mining 
and engineering.  

MvusO invests 
in empowering local 

communities 

as part of its preferential 
procurement initiative, mvuso 
projects awarded various contracts 
for under-ground to various 
empowerment companies.  the 
tender for under-ground works 
contracts went out on tender towards 
the end of 2016 and the following 
level 1 and 2 Bee compliant 
companies responded to tenders as 
per the required specifications and 
tenders were awarded as follows:

• roadways construction and 
maintenance  was awarded to 
pgn civils 

• under-ground construction   
awarded to adelaide construction 

• pumping and Water handling   
awarded to psl 

• tsl application  awarded to laelo 
mining and construction 

• tsl product   awarded to  south 
african mining 

• tsl Quality assurance  awarded 
to aei 

MvusO Projects 
is indeed 
testimony that 
big companies 
can empower 
and mentor...
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MvusO invests 




